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Understand and Care
Empathy—a sincere, personal understanding of how another person feels—is essential to healthy relationships. 
This book builds empathy in children. In child-friendly words and supporting illustrations, it helps them to 
understand that other people have feelings like theirs—and different from theirs. It guides them to show they 
care by listening to others and respecting their feelings.
 Made to be read aloud, this book also includes a special section for adults, with discussion questions to 
share, ideas to explore, and empathy games to play.

 

  Here’s what people are saying about this and other  
books in the Learning to Get Along® series:

	 “Children	and	adults	will	love	these	gentle,	empowering	books.”	

—Dr. Stephen R. Covey, Author, The	7	Habits	of	Highly	Effective	People

“Especially	effective	in	encouraging	children	to	consider	the		

effects	of	their	behavior.”	

—Booklist	

“Surely	needed.	.	.	.	I	heartily	applaud	this	important	series.”

—Jay A. Monson, Ph.D., Professor of Elementary Education, Utah State University

	“An	excellent	means	of	educating	children	about	.	.	.	social	situations	and	expectations.”

 —Mary Jane Weiss, Ph.D., Director, Douglass Developmental Disabilities Center,  

Rutgers University 
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Cheri J. Meiners, M.Ed., has her master’s degree in elementary education and gifted education.  
A former first-grade teacher, she has taught education classes at Utah State University and has  
supervised student teachers.  

The Free Spirit Learning to Get Along® series supports the domains of Social & Emotional 
Development, Logic & Reasoning, Language Development, Literacy Knowledge & Skills, and Social 
Studies Knowledge & Skills in the Head Start Child Development and Early Learning Framework.
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To my terrific  
husband David  

for understanding  
and caring
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I have many different feelings.

Other people have many feelings, too. 
I want to understand how other people feel.
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When something happens to someone, I can imagine how I would feel 
if it happened to me.

2 3
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Pages 18–23
 • �(Point�to�angry�boy) How do you imagine this boy feels? How can you tell? (Focus�discussion�on�the�child�who�is�

angry.�At�some�point�you�may�also�want�to�discuss�how�the�child�who�inadvertently�knocked�down�the�blocks�might�be�
feeling�as�well.)

 • ∑ Do you remember a time when you felt angry? What happened?

 • ∑ How does it feel to be angry? (Include�in�your�discussion�other�words�for�angry;�children�might�suggest�feelings�like�
mad,�grumpy,�upset,�furious,�mean,�or�cranky.)

 • ∑ How do you show that you are angry?

 • ∑ How is the child showing his brother that he understands? What else could he do to let him know he cares? 

Pages 24–25
 • ∑ How do you imagine this man feels? How can you tell? (Accept�all�reasonable�answers;�it�is�not�clear�from�the�

illustration�exactly�how�the�man�is�feeling.)

 • ∑ Can we always know how someone else feels? If you don’t know, what can you do?

 • ∑ What is respect? How does listening show respect? (You�might�explain�respect�by�saying,�“When�you�show�respect�
to�people,�you�show�that�you�think�they�are�important.”)�How does listening help us understand how someone 
feels?

 • ∑ How do you know the boy is listening?

 • ∑ What are some other questions you can ask to find out how someone is feeling? (Some�suggestions�might�
include�“What�happened?,”�“Are�you�okay?,”�“Do�you�want�to�talk�about�it?”)

Pages 26–29
 • ∑�(Point�to�girl�near�dog) How do you imagine this girl feels? How can you tell?

 • ∑ How is the boy showing that he understands? How else could he show that he cares?

Pages 30–31
 • ∑ Why do we want to understand how other people feel?

 • ∑ What are some times when people might want us to understand and care? (Help�children�realize�that�they�can�
show�understanding�about�all�types�of�situations�and�feelings,�including�when�people�are�excited,�impatient,�worried,�
confused,�frustrated,�and�so�forth.)

Ways to Reinforce the Ideas in Understand and Care
As you read each page spread, ask children:
 • ∑What’s happening in this picture? 

Here are additional questions you might discuss:

Page 1
∑ • ∑What are feelings? 

∑ • ∑What are some ways people in this picture are feeling? How can you tell?

Pages 2–5
 • ∑ What does it mean to imagine?�(Children�might�suggest�pretending�or�the�idea�of�“make�believe.”�As�part�of��

your�conversation,�you�might�discuss�the�idea�of�being�in�someone�else’s�shoes—of�pretending�to�be�in�someone’s��
place�and�having�the�same�experience�and�feelings.)

 •  (Point�to�child�with�spilled�popcorn) How would you feel if this happened to you? How do you imagine this  
child is feeling? Why do you think that? 

Pages 6–7
 • ∑How are these children feeling? How can you tell?

 • ∑When are some times that you’re happy?

 • ∑ How does it feel to be happy?�(Include�in�your�discussion�other�words�for�happy;�children�might�suggest�feelings��
like�nice,�good,�excited,�pleased,�content,�or�joyful.)

 • ∑How do you show that you’re happy?

Pages 8–11
 • ∑(Point�to�girl�who�kicked�a�goal) How do you imagine she feels? How can you tell?

 • ∑Have you ever felt like this girl? What happened?

 • ∑ How is the child showing the girl that he understands? What else could he do to let her know  he cares?

Pages 12–17
 • (Point�to�boy�who�is�eating�alone)�How do you imagine this boy feels? How can you tell?

 • ∑Have you ever been sad? What are some things that make you sad?

 •  ∑How does it feel to be sad? (Include�in�your�discussion�other�words�for�sad;�children�might�suggest�feelings�like��
lonely,�unhappy,�blue,�sorry,�disappointed,�or�down.)

 • ∑How do you show that you are sad?

 • ∑How is the child showing the boy that he cares? What else could he do to let him know he understands? 
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